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Product Details:

Ozone GROUND LEVEL is a series of mouse pads designed with gaming in mind. There are lots of different
mouse pads in the market and finding the best is not an easy task. Ground Level mouse pads have a soft
cloth surface with perfect texture for speed glide, and it's the right material for low noise and high comfort
use.

The base is in rubber foam that assures the best grip so you don't have to move it or correct its position
when you're in the middle of the action. The decoration reflects Ozone attitude with the blood stain on the
corner and Ozone logo and signature. This elements are positioned in the corners so it doesn't affect the
mouse movements.

Ground Level mouse pads are low weight to improve portability, and you can simply roll it up and you're
ready to go. Its height is one of the major features for this mouse pads, ranging from 2 to 3mm GROUND
LEVEL mouse pads corrects the small imperfections that your table might have, allowing you to concentrate
entirely in your game.

Ground Level is available in three different sizes so you can choose what adapts best to your gaming style:
Ground Level Regular if you play with your arm, Ground Level S if you play with your wrist and Ground Level L
if you really need freedom of movements.

Specifications:

Material
- Rubberized base material for the best grip
- Soft cloth surface for perfect glide

Dimensions
- Ozone Ground Level: 320 x 285 x 2 mm
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Ground Level Regular if you play with your arm, Ground Level S if you play with your wrist and Ground Level L
if you really need freedom of movements.

Specifications:

Material
- Rubberized base material for the best grip
- Soft cloth surface for perfect glide

Dimensions
- Ozone Ground Level: 320 x 285 x 2 mm

Additional Information

Brand Ozone Gaming

SKU OZGL-D

Weight 1.0000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 8436532170461

Special Price $8.98


